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Introduction 
Our laboratory is skilled in MBE growth of III-V quantum structures on InP, for laser devices 

with potential applications telecommunication. In order to extend these applications III-V growth on 
silicon is studied. For this purpose GaP and related quaternary (GaAsPN) materials lattice matched 
to Si are studied. The best optical properties can be obtained with GaP as starting layer. But, the 
structural properties of this interface are of primary importance. 

 
Fig. 1 Typical defects in GaP/Si nanolayers. a: E-APD, b: SA-APD c: MT. 

Several types of defects are observed on such layers: point defects, misfit dislocations, 
microtwin (MT), stacking faults (SF) and anti phase boundaries (APB). These defects are 
detrimental for optical properties and must be eliminated or at least confined near the Si interface. 
Amongst them APB and thus anti-phase domains (APD) are difficult to avoid since they are due to 
the intrinsic nature of the interface. The fig. 1 presents 2 typical APD in a GaP layer on a vicinal 
Si(001) substrate  with a: an emerging APD (E-APD) and b: a self annihilating APD (SA-APD). A 
MT is aslo shown (c). In this type of material, APD have been characterized using mainly 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [1]. But XRD is very powerfull (no sample preparation, 
more statistical meaning…) [2].  



 

20nm GaP layers samples have been grown in our laboratory on 4° miscut samples, at the 
laboratory using a solid source MBE. The 4° miscut should favor the formation of Si bisteps in order 
to limit the formation of APD [3]. Different growth conditions are employed (growth temperature, 
post growth annealing, continuous MBE or alternative deposition of Ga/P) in order to minimise the 
defect density and the roughness of GaP surface. XRD has been employed on a laboratory setup 
for the GaP layer characterisation. High overall crystal perfection has been observed when looking 
at strong reflections, (004) and (224). Howether transverse scans through (002), (004) and (006) 
exhibit a specific broadening part on the weak reflections (002) and (006). This has been 
interpreted by the presence of APD that are probably emerging at the surface (E-APD). This 
interpretation is also supported by a comparative XRD/TEM study performed on a different sample 
[4].   
Experimental results 
Due to lack of time and technical problems only one sample has been studied. Grazing incidence 
condition has been used to emphasise the contribution of the GaP layer. Broadening of weak 
reflections ((200) and (222) types) confirm observed features on our lab setup for the same 
sample: high density of emerging APD with a characteristic lateral size of the order of 15nm. But as 
shown on figure 2, diffuse streaks also show up around  some GaP reflections. When following 
these streaks, new reflections (fig. 2b) are found at positions in agreement with the presence of 
microtwins (MT) which correspond to a 180° rotation  of the GaP main phase around a [111] axis 
[5]. The 4 possible types of MT were identified by carrying out transverse RSM around (222) and 
(2-22) reflections.  The thickness T (fig. 1c) of the MT has been also evaluated by taking the 
correlation length as the inverse of the integral breadth of the peak. For fig. 2b a correlation length 
of about 6nm is found across the MT reflection at (1.66, 2.33, 1.66). A larger correlation length is 
found in the 2 perpendicular directions for the same peak. These observations are also confirmed 
by TEM observations carried on a different sample elaborated in the same conditions.  These new 
reflections type could not be observed on our lab setup. This shows the necessity of synchrotron 
radiation for characterisation of such defects in nanolayers. As shown also on these RSM the 
contribution of the emerging APD can be clearly evidenced, with a broadening along the lateral 
direction, i.e. perpendicular to the (110) oriented APB.  
Conclusion and perspectives  
This experiments showed the high sensitivity of synchrotron XRD for detection of GaP defects. A 
complementary experiment should be carried out on a another sample higher of structural quality 
(i.e. which presents weak broadened contribution on all peaks)  for a better comprehension of APD 
anihilation. For this purpose, SR is absolutely required for detection of SA-APD. 

 
Fig. 2 a: Transverse RSM around (2-22) showing MT streaks along 3 fold axis direction and E-APD. 
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